Introduction
In the preceding paper [1] , we studied in detail the grounds of the distributive charts in the spaces spanned by cycles and developed a simple synthesis procedure. However the procedure can not be applied to the synthesis of semimodular charts. One of the difficulties with semimodular charts was that we failed to find a theorem which corresponds to Lemma 2.8 in [1] . The present paper undertakes the synthesis procedure for the semimodular state charts. Although a synthesis procedure for semimodular charts was first given in [2] , it is indirect and impractical. Thus the purpose of this paper is to give a direct and clear one for semimodular charts. To help the explanation about the sequence of steps of the procedures, simple state charts are synthesized with figurative expressions for some intermediate steps.
Chapter I. Basic Tools and Theorems § 1. Minimal Cycles Lemma 1.1. Lei (V, h) be a finite semimodular chart with at least one non-zero cycle. Then there exists the set of orthogonal cycles (X(l),..., X(m)} such that any cycle of(V, /?) is written as a linear combination of them. Hereafter we call them the minimal cycles of (F, /?).
Proof. Since (V, h) is finite, there are at most finite similarity classes T(l), Communicated by S. Takasu, April 24, 1979. * School of Medicine, Nagasaki University, Nagasaki 606, Japan,
..., T(«) in (F, h). Let M* = M(1) v •-• vM(w), where M(fc) is one of the points of T(k).
Let us denote the cycles of M* by {X(l),..., Z(m)}. Then they are orthogonal by Lemma 1.22 in [1] and any cycle of (F, /?) is written as a linear combination of them (1.14 in [1] ). Definition 1.2. Let (F, /?) be a finite semimodular chart with nodes J and (J£(l),..., X(m)} be the minimal cycles of (F, h). Let Q(q) denote the set of nodes spanned by X(q) for each q e {!,..., m}. Since minimal cycles are orthogonal, we have Q(q) nQ(p) = (j) for distinct q and p. We define the non-negative integer w(z') for each / e J as follows:
We call the integer w(i) as f/ie cyclic number on node i. Since X(q) i '^.2, we have w(i) ^ 2 whenever w(z) 7^ 0.
Lemma 1.3. Let (F, h) be a finite semimodular chart with nodes J and {w(i)} be its cyclic numbers. If M, N are points of V such that M~N but M t^Nt , then it follows that w(/)^0 and M £ = /V f (modw(i))for the node i.
Proof. It is no loss of generality that we assume M t > N t for that particular i. We define sequences (M(fc)}, {N(k)} as follows: 
Thus we complete the induction. Now we shall prove the lemma. Since (V, h) is finite and (M(/c)} is a sequence of infinite points, there exist two integers k f >k such that M(k')~M(k). 
Since N £ -M^O, we have Z(q\ and so w(i)^0 and N t = M t (mod w(i)).
The condition of finiteness of (V, ft) is essential in the previous lemma. For each point M'e F', we define h'(M'}^ = M'^ and h^M'^^M^, where M is any point of F such that M f = M}. Since (F, fe)|{0 = (^'j fr')|{i}, we can make an amalgamation (F, /?)®(F', ft') with nodes {<!;, J}. We call the amalgamation the type-l extension with nodes {£, J} of (F, ft) wifft respect to {/, r}. When /c= 1, let (F, ft) itself be the type-l extension with nodes J. Definition 1.9. (Type-3 extension?) Let (F, ft) be a finite semimodular chart with nodes J and let w(i) ^ 3 for a node f e J. Let a be an integer such that Oga<w(i) and b be integer ^2. Let a(/c)'s denote integers a + fcw(z) for fee FF, and C be the periodical Gray mapping for b with nodes I" = {£(!),..., < (see 2.11 in [1] ). Let V be a subset of W {i > 1} defined as follows:
fl ( Proof. This directly follows from the definition. 
. Let (V, h) be a finite semimodular chart with nodes J, and let T(a) and T(fS) be v-similarity classes such that T(P)fT(u), i.e., N^M for any M e T(a), N e T(/?). Then there exists a set Q of nodes satisfying the following:
(a) For each NeT(f}) 9 there exists a node ieQ such that JV.>M^ holds for any M e T(a).
(b) M\Q is a constant vector for any M e T(a).
Proof. Take points N E T(f})
, L e T(a) arbitrarily. Q(0) denotes the set of nodes not spanned by any cycle of Z(T(a)). If N \ Q(0) <; L | Q(0) holds, then we can find the point L' of T(a) which satisfies L' ^ N by adding some cycles of Z(T(a)) to L. This is a contradiction. Hence there exists some node / E g(0) such that Ni>L t . Since M t = Li hold for all M of T(a) by (3) of 1.30 in [1] , N t >M t hold for all ME T(a). Since we can find such a node i for each N E T(0), we denote it by i(N) for each NeT(0). We define a set Q as Q = {i(N)i N E T(JI)} c g(0). Then evidently Q satisfies the conditions (a) and (b). Definition 1.16. Let (F, /?) be a finite semimodular chart with nodes J, and let K be its synthetic class. We divide the set K into "case-1" and "case-2" knots as follows:
(1) K = (T(a), TGff)) is a case-l knot if either r(a)^T()8) or T(P)&T(u) holds. 
Proof. Let K = (T(ot), T(/3J
) be a case-2 knot. Since both T and T(#)jF7(a) hold, they have the same cycles (Z(l),..., Z(m)} by 1.15 in [1] . Let Q(q) denote the nodes spanned by the cycle Z(q) for each g e {!,..., m}, and let Q(0) denote the unspanned nodes i.e., g(0) = J-U Q(q). Since M^N for some M e T(a), N e T(j3), we have M| Q (0) This completes the specification of the synthesis procedure for binary finite semimodular charts. The sequence of steps in this procedure goes as follows :
(1) Find the synthetic class K of (7, h).
, TC e K, is a digital extension.
Chapter II. Examples of Synthesis
We shall synthesize a simple distributive chart by using the procedure described in [1] . Figure la 
,00) finite points, both demonstrate the same ordering of changes of the nodes.
